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Interesting facts about dogs and humans

. Researchers have long believed that changes in brain neurons are associated with the formation of memory. Today, most experts believe that memory creation is due to the strengthening of existing compounds or the increase in new connections between neurons. The joints between nerve cells are
known as synapses and they allow information to be made as nerve impulses travel from one neural to the next. In the human brain, there are trillions of synapses forming complex and flexible networks that allow us to feel, behave, and think. This is a change in synaptic connection areas of the brain,



such as the cerebral cortex and hippocampus, which is associated with learning and preserving new information. In one study, conducted at the New York School of Medicine, researchers were able to observe the synapse formation of the brain of genetically engineered mice. What they discovered was
that the new mice, Tiny protrusions, which sometimes develop longer mugs, on the receiving end of neurons grew rapidly. This growth rate coincided with the rapid development of the visual cortex. Although a large number of these tiny protrusions eventually faded with age, many were continuing their
formation of a full-fledged back. Lead researcher Wen-Biao Gan explained in an interview with science website WhyFiles.org, Our idea was that you don't actually need to take a lot of new synapses and get rid of the old one when you learn to memorize. You just need to change the power of preexisting
synapses for short learning and memory. However, it is possible that some synapses are made or eliminated to achieve long-term memory. Clearly, maintaining a healthy brain and synapses is critical. Worsening of synapses due to diseases or neurotoxins is associated with cognitive problems, memory
loss, changes in mood, and other changes in brain function. So what can you do to strengthen your synapses? Avoid Stress: Studies have found that an expanded effect on stress can actually interfere with neurotransmitter function. Other studies have found that stress shrinks neurons in the prefrontal
cortex of the hippocampus. Avoid drugs, alcohol and other neurotoxins: Drug use and alcohol abuse are associated with synaptic deterioration. Exposure to dangerous chemicals, such as heavy metals and pesticides, can also lead to synaptic losses. Get A Lot of Exercise: Regular exercise helps improve
oxygen in the brain, which is very important for synaptic formation and growth. Stimulate Your Brain: You've heard the old adage use or lose it. It turns out that there is a lot of truth in that when it comes to memory. Researchers have found that older adults who engage in mentally stimulating activities are
less likely to develop dementia and people with higher educational status tend to have more synaptic connections in the brain. Your dog is more than just a pet, he or she becomes a part of Why not choose a human name that reflects that? Naming your pet is an important step, and some careful thoughts
can lead to the perfect choice. Everyone has heard of Fido or Spot, but what about words usually given to people? They could help reflect your dog's unique personality and stand out among your furry friends. Maybe you want to name your pup after a celebrity, or even find a humorous name. Either way,
consider these top human names for dogs when naming the youngest member of your fur family. RileyCharlieMiloOliverSophiaEmmaBenjamin (Benji) HunterCooperKiaraCarliCamilaZoeyHazelAugustu (Gus) Kevin Any time you bring home a new member of the family, one of the top duties is to choose
the right name. It is true for people's children, and of course it is true when you adopt a new fur child. The name you choose will stick with your dog during its lifetime, so make sure it's something your dog (and your friends and family) will be able to learn. Long or complex names can make it difficult for
your dog to know your identity. Also keep in mind that whatever name you choose will be for all of your pet's medical records, so if you find it confusing to say your dog's name to being a vet, you might want to think of choosing another one. Human names of dogs stand out in this regard because they are
usually recognizable and easily understood by other people who can interact with their pet. Thinking about your dog's appearance or personality can help some words come to mind. Do you have a big or small dog? Is she calm, or even lazy? Is he full of endless energy? Is she fluffy? Does he have curly
hair? Even thinking about his or her variety can help create some fresh ideas. This could bring to mind the famous dogs of the same breed and discover some great name choices. If your dog is a little lady, then consider one of these top female names as an option. Whether she has a fervent personality
that makes you think of Sasha or a sweet disposition like Gracie, these people's names are great suited for girl dogs. SashaKatieMadelynSadieHarperVictoriaMadisonGracieScarlettLaylaStellaVioletEmiliaLydiaJosdiaJosephine (Jo) Sze Lung Ng/EyeEm/Getty Images Put out one of these male layered
names for your male dog, borrowed from the human world. Go to trending the name of boys like Luka or Jace, or keep it classic with options like Jack or Hugh. EliJaceJackWatsonHughLukaBerkelyAustynEastonCameronHudsonMaverickTonyVinnyRickyHarvey What name you choose will slowly begin to
represent your dog's personality. Maybe your dog is funny, vocal, or outgoing. Why not give him or her a name that indicates that choosing a human name inspires the stars. If your furry friend always makes you laugh, the name of the comedian could be a great fit. Or if your dog is very vocal and likes to
stack, why not name him after the famous singer? Below are some great celebrities your four-leed companion. PinkAriana GrandeWill SmithElvisSaoirse RonanKeanu RonanKeanu DiCaprioBeyonceZendayaLady GagaMadonnaOprah WinfreyUsherJimmy FallonJustin TimberlakeTaylor SwiftMarilyn
MonroeMeryl StreepHumphrey BogartHugh JackmanRyan Reynolds Dogs keep us smiling, but some are extremely hilarious. Choosing a funny name can help show off your dog's outgoing personality. Sometimes a distinctly human name can be about humor. Here is a list of very human and humorous
names of your new family member. BobWaldoolgaKarenSteveJakeGuyMikeRobertberthaPatriciaJohnAlexaFrankRoroRonGaryCarlDorisHerbert Amy Annie Asher Aurora Austyn Ava Bella Bell Berkley Betsey Bobby Chase Clayton Clyde Damon Dave Don Easton Eli Eliza Emilia Emory Everett Frank
Freddy Fritz Gilcie Gra Gus har Harvey Heather Henry Hudson Jace Jack Josephine (Jo) Layla Liam Louie Lucy Luka Luke Lydia Madison Mateo Maurice Maverick Maxwell Molly Murphy Otis Pat Penelope Pete Quincy Remi Ricky Rob Roxanne (Roxy) Sam Scarlett Scout Spencer Spencer Stellaodore
(Teddy) Tucker Ulysses Victoria Vinny Virginia Waldo Walter Watson Winston Wyatt Sometimes looking for the perfect name for your dog takes time. You can get more inspiration with these other top names for pets: 87 Funny words dogs75 Spanish Dog Names16 Classic Dog Names October 5, 2020
Faces are more important to humans than dogs, according to a brain activity study of how both species see each other published by a team of Hungarian and Mexican researchers on Monday. Brain imaging findings in the study suggest that facials can be very important to humans and possibly other
primates, but not to all mammals, such as not dogs, Attila Andics, who led the study at Eotvos Lorand University in Budapest, told AFP. ... Faces are more important to humans than dogs, according to a brain activity study on how the two species see each other, published by a team of Hungarian and
Mexican researchers on Monday. Brain imaging findings in the study suggest that facials can be very important to humans and possibly other primates, but not to all mammals, such as not dogs, Attila Andics, who led the study at Eotvos Lorand University in Budapest, told AFP. Both species differ in their
visual communication, and this is reflected in their brains, he said. A team of Hungarian and Mexican researchers compared how dogs and human brains process visual information. They used scanners to monitor 30 people and 20 dogs while they looked at short video clips of dogs and people's faces,
and the back of their heads. Brain response results showed that a large part of the human brain's neural network reacts more to the face than without a face in the video. Only a small percentage reacted more to human than dog images. Dogs brains however do not have parts answered more on the face,
but some parts responded more to dog images than human images, said a study published in the Journal of Neuroscience. Faces play a very important role in human visual communication, we have a special great neuron processing when we met someone, Andics told AFP. Previous studies have shown
that dogs also pay attention to faces, excel eye contact and reading facial emotions, but also rely on signals such as the other dog's tail or body posture to communicate. When we meet someone we look at the face mostly, said Andics. Other signals are also important in humans, but proportions differ
from dogs when two dogs meet no clear focus on the face, he said. Said.
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